Israel Conclusions

Question: Why is it that almost all politicians forsake America
for Israel?
The short answer to this question is this:
It is because the Israeli Lobby has lots of money, and they have succeeded in getting
these same politicians to draft legislation – and have it passed – where every politician
HAS to give their allegiance to Israel or else they do not get the PAC money the need to
win their office. Take a look at this graphic:
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Now, here is the scary part: there have been congresspersons that have fought this and
lost their seat. Former Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney went so far as to bring this out
into the open, but many Americans are so bewitched they did not listen. It was Cynthia
McKinney that put herself on the line telling the American people that this was happening.
The American people did NOT care.
So, now we have it that every politician has to give their allegiance to Israel, in effect,
yoking not only the politician, the state or area they represent to Israel, but the whole
country to Israel.
Many of you are wondering why this is always the case, and now you know.
There is also a more scary reason why the politicians do this, and here it is:
The politicians are bought and owned by the Jewish Lobbies, and if they do not do what
the Jewish Lobbies tell them, they are put out of office. By yoking the politician to the
office by money, the Jewish Lobby is yoking America SPIRITUALLY to Israel, and by
doing that, American is suffering under the curses that Israel is suffering under.
The biggest curse the America is suffering under is the curse of the sword. The sword in
the Bible denoted war, and as you can see, as the Middle East has been a cauldron of
trouble over the past 69 year that Israel has been there, there is now more violence and
violent crime in America,. There is so much so that people are arming themselves, as
society is starting to break down.
What is the Jewish Lobby’s response to this?
It is to confiscate the guns.
Why?
So people will not go after the Jewish Lobby and kill them for what they have done.
History is rife with many countries that have kicked out the Jews, and this is mainly
because of what they did in those countries. Now, we will only be free of the Jewish
Lobby and their stranglehold on the American government if the people will rise up.
Unfortunately, the people will NOT rise up, as they are rocked to sleep, drunk on the wine
of Israel’s fornication, and unwilling or unable to do anything to get rid of the Jewish
Lobby’s forces.
IN other words, the Americans are fast asleep.
It is through the witchcraft of Israel and their Jewish confederates that did this, and now
they have complete control over Americans, damning them by getting their government to
support Israel financially and spiritually. It is just a matter of time before America is
destroyed because of the curses it has inherited from Israel, as well as a host of other
countries. America today is evil today because no one was willing to stand up and put a
stop to the Jewish Lobby’s power grab.
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Here is Our Challenge to all of you:
We challenge you to go to Jesus directly RIGHT NOW and ask Him if what is shown here
is true. Use this as a means to start a conversation with The Lord Jesus Christ and sit with
Him and ask Him questions. Start with (asking out loud):

“Jesus, is what I just read true?”
He will answer you and NOW you will be on the true road to salvation, knowing
for SURE if you are going to make it or not, as Jesus would have told you. Keep talking
with Him. Get to know Him and He will start to reveal Himself to you. You need to find out
for yourself and work out YOUR salvation for YOU, as the scriptures tell us to.
In closing, we want to give you an EXACT QUOTE we got from Jesus Himself:

"Disciples of mine will make it into my Kingdom; Christians will
NOT."
Take heed and don't just blow this off. What is being presented here is IMPORTANT!!
Read and understand what the Lord Jesus Christ is saying to all of us. As we always
say, do not take anything we say as the gospel; ALWAYS confirm what you are
reading or hearing by running it by the Lord Jesus Christ yourself. Keep talking to
Jesus and He will respond to you. Have Him explain WHY what is being said is true. Talk
with the Lord Jesus Christ and get to know Him personally.
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